In theory one of the simplest methods, and in practise one of the hardest to perform. That’s what our customers told us when we asked them about applying powder flavouring mixed with oil – slurry flavouring. We listened and we responded, with the Arcall FQS Slurry Spray Gun.

Until today slurry flavoring has traditionally relied upon the mixing action of a rotating tumble drum to coat the product, all too often resulting in a wide variation in the amount applied to each piece. Why is this? It’s because, until today, there hasn’t been a spray gun available that can apply slurries without quickly blocking, resulting in wasted product and line downtime. That’s all changed, with the introduction of the Arcall FQS Slurry Spray Gun.

Arcall’s team of Design Engineers and CAD Operators first looked at why the others failed. Then they designed out the faults. It’s as simple as that. What resulted is a wide bore, self-cleaning slurry spray gun, intended for the job it will do. When combined with an Arcall Slurry Tank and Pumping Unit, you’ve got a complete Slurry Application System for your tumble drum.

Anyone can pour it on. Arcall applies.